ISTINYE UNIVERSITY

RECTOR’S MESSAGE

Istinye University has started this journey with the purpose of being aware of the value of the science,
research and development-driven and one of the leaders in the sustainable scientific developments in both
our country and the world and has been proceeding in this way. Our university, one of the top institutions
in the field of healthcare in our country and the world, has taken its place in a short time among the best
universities of our country with the power it gets from the founder foundation. The perception of research
and development which is a base for the world class development is among the values upon which our
university is built. We see our R&D Centres as a locomotive of improvement and work on transforming our
projects into a product.
Aiming to become a centre of perfection, Istinye University adopts scientificness and the power of the
science and knowledge and supports the transformation of this power into a product and production. With
our belief in the academic freedom and originality, we support the scientific journey of our academics with
all of our opportunities. With our student-oriented university perception, we educate our students as the
qualified individuals of the 21st century as well as with foundations which are strong in their fields. Istinye
University aims to educate individuals who search, question; has a well-developed ability of analysis and
synthesis, are able to use every equipment and technology required in the field and to make self-confident
decisions within the frame of mind, science and logic, and presses its works ahead accordingly.
As an artificial intelligence-based university, Istinye University is science and technology-driven. Thus, we
put the digital transformation in the centre of the sustainability targets of our university. Reading the future
of the world from today, we invest in the digitalization both mentally and physically. The most important
goal of these investments is to make our university, academics and students the pioneers of the world.
Besides all these, Istinye University offers a generous social and cultural campus life for its academics and
students. At the centre of Istanbul, we are a university making a difference in our region with our green
fields, congress centre and sport courts. As Istinye University, we offer our students every opportunity to
search, produce projects, open up to the world, become an entrepreneur, improve themselves; hence to
build a foundation that will enable them to believe in themselves throughout their lives and we are glad to
accompany them on their journey that they have set out in order to transform these opportunities into values.

Prof. Erdal Karaöz
Rector of Istinye University
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ISTINYE UNIVERSITY
Global Vision, Strong Academic Staff
Istinye University focuses on the research and the production while dashing towards its goal
of taking its place among the most reputable educational institutions of the world in line
with the vision of foundation.
As an artificial intelligence-based university, we integrate the prominent technologies of
our age into research, education and production fields. Istinye University has showed its
consistent progress in line with its global goals by entering the international “THE Impact”
university rankings in 2019 and 2020. In the foundation of Istinye University’s success, there
is the strong academic staff focusing on creating a difference.
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Research and Development Driven University
Istinye University is a university based on research and steps forth with R&D investments.
Istinye University includes 9 research and application centres which aim to raise the standards
of the society by developing new technologies and products, to carry out pioneering studies
bringing healthcare and engineering together, to train new researchers and to support studies
that will promote national economy.
In the strong foundation and research-driven environment, the students take place in the
scientific projects in line with their fields of interests.
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ISTINYE UNIVERSITY
Applied Education
At the centre of the training environment of Istinye University, lie the laboratories and applied
education areas. The research culture, scientificness and innovativeness which constitute the
foundation of the university also constitute the basis of the training environment.
In the 96 laboratories, workshops, applied education and simulation centres that lie at the 2
campuses of the university, the students are trained in the environment of scientific research and
project development culture throughout their university education while benefiting from the
applied education and advanced technology opportunities. The interdisciplinary approach and the
digital transformation leaving mark in the era are the parts of the education, training, research and
campus life. The students get ready for the professional life with internship and on-site training
programs while the sectoral needs are considered in the curriculum with the sectoral collaboration.
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Digital Transformation Centre
Istinye University has put the digital transformation that is at the centre of today’s world within
the scope of “sustainable innovative university” concept into the centre of the research and
product development culture of the university.
The different teams working for producing products that will make an impact both in our
country and the world in our Artificial Intelligence Research Centre are putting their projects into
practice with the support that they take from the entrepreneurship and innovation culture of the
university. The students as well as the academics also join in the projects which are carried out
within the framework of the collaboration with the sector in the digital transformation studies and
they take parts in the future, at the centre of the digital transformation.
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ISTINYE UNIVERSITY
Student-Centred University
Student-centred university conception is a fundamental conception that reflects upon the
whole processes of the university.
As in the motto of Manifest of Istinye “Being an ISU student is a culture”, the students
of Istinye benefit from the mentorship, minor and double major programmes that the
university specially offers its students, study abroad and internship opportunities, sectoral
collaboration, entrepreneurship and project development supports, alumni club, career
office, scientific research incentives as well as a perfect education and self-development in
different fields.
As a privilege of Istinye University, the students graduate from double degrees. Within the
scope of the second degree ISU Student Diploma (NONA-Non-Academic Diploma) the
Manifest of Istinye, the multilateral development of the students is promoted and they are
prepared for their future careers as the individuals with 21st century qualifications.
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ISU CONGRESS AND STUDENT CENTRES
Social ISU Student
The students of Istinye University have an enriched social and cultural campus life at the city
centre, with its location integrating with the city, green fields, sports, art and cultural activities,
Congress Centre, Student Centre activities and student activities.
Istinye University Congress Centre offers the students of the university a unique place for socialization
by hosting national and international events as the new cultural and art centre of the city.
Throughout the academic year, the ISU students contribute to their individual, cultural and
social developments as well as their academic lives with conferences, seminars, events and
conversations, and they are trained as “conscious” individuals by producing educational and
social assistance programmes.
They have the team spirit through active student clubs which are an essential part of the campus
life, develop communication skills, adopt new fields of interests and spend their times effectively.
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TOPKAPI CAMPUS
Topkapi Campus offers its students a campus life at the heart of the city with its location at
the transportation network of Istanbul, wide green fields, laboratories and R&D centres with
advanced technologies, classrooms, sports halls and cultural activity areas.
On the campus, lie the Congress Centre, 2 Conference Halls, Music Room, Student Centre,
Library, 88 laboratories, a print centre, a mini movie theatre, indoor and outdoor sports halls,
a cafeteria, a restaurant and cafes.
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SOUTH CAMPUS
The South Campus is located 5 km away from the Topkapı Campus. The South Campus offers
an education at the centre of the city with 16 classrooms and 8 laboratories.
On the campus, there are a lecture hall with the capacity of 150 seats, a computer lab,
classrooms, OMER GYM, an indoor sports hall, a library, a cafeteria and a café and our students
are provided with a remarkable education environment in the applied education with
programme-specific laboratories and workshops.
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
FACULTY OF PHARMACY
Istinye University Faculty of Pharmacy aims to raise “8 Star Pharmacists” (8*P).
• The skills and competencies that a pharmacist must have were symbolized as 8 stars by World Health
Organization (WHO) and the International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP). These stars are “Caregiver,
Decision-maker, Communicator, Manager, Lifelong learner, Teacher, Leader and Researcher”.
• The Faculty of Pharmacy serves our country and the humanity with its strong and highly motivated
academic staff, high level theoretical and practical education and research infrastructures, hospital
chains providing internship opportunity across the country, the evidence-based principle in the
administration and decision-making processes.
English and Turkish education programmes are available.
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FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND LITERATURE
• Istinye University Faculty of Science and Literature aims to raise individuals who are qualified,
competent in their fields, researchers, entrepreneurs, have high social skills, question and update the
academical and field-specific knowledge continuously. The academic staff of the Faculty of Arts and
Science has internalised this mission.
• Besides the theoretical courses in our undergraduate programmes, it is ensured that the theoretical
knowledge of our students is reinforced through applied and laboratory courses.

DEPARTMENTS
• English Language and Literature (English)
• Translation and Interpreting (English)
• Mathematics (English)
• Molecular Biology and Genetics (English)

• Psychology (Turkish)
• Psychology (English)
• Turkish Language and Literature (Turkish)
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
FACULTY OF ECONOMICS, ADMINISTRATIVE AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
• Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social Sciences aims to raise communication and media
specialists capable of creative and effective productions; executives, leaders who read the cultural
transformation well, are able to analyse the information and the data, will make a difference with
innovative approaches in national and international arena.
• The education conception of the Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social Sciences is
based on the principal of putting the entrepreneurship idea into practice taking the roles and the
requirements of the related shareholders in collaboration with the sector into consideration. Istinye
University Technology Transfer Office (TTO) which is established with the aim of bringing together
the projects developed in the university and the needs of the society supports the development of
the entrepreneurial projects in collaboration with the industry.

DEPARTMENTS

• Economics (English)
• Business (English)
• International Trade and Business (English)
• Management Information Systems (English)
• Health Management (Turkish)
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• Political Science and Public Administration (Turkish)
• International Relations (English)
• Public Relations and Advertising (Turkish)
• Radio, Television and Cinema (English)
• New Media (English)

FACULTY OF FINE ARTS, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
• In the Istinye University Faculty of Fine Arts, Design and Architecture, it is aimed for the students
to become strong designers in their fields by developing their creativity as a result of education
and training based on the creativity, aesthetic and contemporary technology use and functional
production principles and to provide them with the scientific thinking and production habits.
• With the practice-based education conception, Faculty of Fine Arts, Design and Architecture is
carrying out collaborations with the relevant institutions on the courses to be performed in practice.

DEPARTMENTS
• Architecture (Turkish)
• Architecture (English)
• Interior Architecture and Environmental Design (Turkish)
• Digital Game Design (English)
• Gastronomy and Culinary Arts (Turkish)
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING
• Istinye University Faculty of Engineering works in a close collaboration with the education and
research.
• Our vision is to work on projects in a close collaboration with the education and research; to
contribute to and make difference in Turkey and its geography. Our education and research
mission is based on focusing on working hard in a well-disciplined way and developing products
and obtain results with the competent, young and creative education and research staff.

DEPARTMENTS
• Computer Engineering (English)
• Electrical and Electronics Engineering (English)
• Mechanical Engineering (English)
• Industrial Engineering (English)
• Civil Engineering (English)
• Software Engineering (Turkish)
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FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES
• Istinye University Faculty of Health Sciences offers its students different career options with its
departments which provide opportunities for multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary team works.
• With its mission to achieve national and international excellence and education and training
environment based on science and technology, the Faculty of Health Sciences offers an environment
enabling the students to discover their potential qualifications such as research, entrepreneurship and
leadership.

DEPARTMENTS
• Nutrition and Dietetics (Turkish)
• Child Development (Turkish)
• Speech and Language Therapy (Turkish)
• Midwifery (Turkish)
• Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation (Turkish)

• Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation (English)
• Nursing (Turkish)
• Nursing (English)
• Social Service (Turkish)
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
FACULTY OF MEDICINE
Istinye University Faculty of Medicine has taken its rightful place among the most reputable and
preferred faculties of medicine in our country and city with its outstanding academic staff which is
formed in a short time, qualified education programme and education and research laboratories of
international standards.
• Our faculty aims to create a faculty of medicine that combine evidence based and qualified
medical education with technology and research culture, in a student-centred environment that
has strong communication between the academicians and students.
• Our mission is to train leading physicians of future who can think critically and creatively,
absorbed scientific point of view, respect human and humanity and add value to their profession
and to carry out scientific research.
English and Turkish education programmes are available.
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS
There are two hospitals affiliated to Istinye University Faculty of Medicine. After their 4th grade, the
students receive their education at the university hospitals.
Istinye University was established by 21. Yüzyıl Anadolu Vakfı (21st Century Anatolia Foundation) with
the supports of MLP Care Group under the roof of which three different hospital brands “Liv Hospital”,
“Medical Park” and “VM Medical Park” are gathered and with more than 25 years of knowledge,
experience and investments.
The hospital facilities with this knowledge and experience provide a great advantage in the education
and internship practices of our faculty students.
Our students are raised benefiting from two of our hospitals and the facilities of Liv Hospital Ulus with
which we have a protocol.

Istinye University Health Practice and Research Centre
Medical Park Gaziosmanpaşa

Istinye University Health Practice and Research Centre
Liv Hospital Bahçeşehir
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ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMME
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
Istinye University Vocational School covers an education creating a career awareness while also
supported by the events providing cultural and artistic development without being detached from the
social life. Istinye University Vocational School keeps the knowledge and experience of the students
dynamic with the education programmes prepared in close collaboration with the sector and by taking
into account the needs of the sector.

PROGRAMMES
• Justice*
• Cookery
• Computer Aided Design and Animation
• Computer Programming
* Evening education programme is available.
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• Food Technology
• Civil Aviation Cabin Services*
• Aircraft Technology

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL OF HEALTHCARE SERVICES
Istinye University Vocational School of Healthcare Services aims to raise individuals with qualified
knowledge and equipment and who will improve the health status of the society. Istinye University
Vocational School of Health Services offers innovative and professional education with its expert
academic staff who dominate the sector and the latest technologies. In addition to providing quality
education at an international level, educating socially and culturally, respecting ethical values,
researcher and modern individuals constitute one of the basic principles of our school.

PROGRAMMES
• Oral and Dental Health*
• Operating Room Services*
• Anaesthesia*
• Child Development

• Dialysis
• Pharmacy Services
• Electroneurophysiology
• Physiotherapy*
• Emergency and Medical Aid*

• Radiotherapy
• Medical Documentation and Secretariat
• Medical Visualization Techniques*
• Medical Laboratory Techniques

* Evening education programme is available.
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INSTITUTES
The aims of our postgraduate degrees are to train professionals who are able to meet the increasing
demands in the fields of social sciences and healthcare sciences, open to innovation, have scientific
knowledge and are able to follow the literature by providing master and doctoral degrees. Thus, we
aim to train qualified and scientifically equipped human resources in the fields required by both the
academic world and the business world.
In our postgraduate education, we provide education in three main branches as Health Sciences, Social
Sciences and Science Institute. With the education we provide in the field of Health Sciences, it is aimed
for our students to increase their knowledge and skills in health services and to respond to rapidly
changing and increasing needs. We aim to provide an education that is multidisciplinary in the fields of
Social Sciences, that cares about critical thinking and creativity, and that constantly nurtures awareness.
INSTITUTE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Surgical Nursing
Obstetrics and Gynaecologic Nursing
Physiology and Rehabilitation
Cancer Biology and Pharmacology
Stem Cell and Tissue Engineering
Medical Biology and Genetics
Neurology
Speech and Language Therapy
Obstetrics and Gynaecologic Nursing (Doctorate)
Pharmaceutic Chemistry (Doctorate)

Business Administration Master’s Degree
Executive MBA
Digital Marketing MBA
Human Resources Management MBA
Taxation MBA
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Political Science and International Relations
Health Management
Psychology

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
FACULTY OF MEDICINE

FACULTY OF ARTS, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

Medicine (Turkish- Medium / English- Medium)

Interior Architecture and Environmental Design (Turkish- Medium)
Architecture (Turkish- Medium)
Architecture (English- Medium)
Gastronomy and Culinary Arts (Turkish- Medium)
Digital Game Design (English- Medium)

FACULTY OF PHARMACY
Pharmacy (Turkish- Medium / English- Medium)

FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Nutrition and Dietetics (Turkish- Medium)
Child Development (Turkish- Medium)
Speech and Language Therapy (Turkish- Medium)
Midwifery (Turkish- Medium)
Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation (Turkish- Medium)
Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation (English- Medium)
Nursing (Turkish- Medium)
Nursing (English- Medium)
Social Work (Turkish- Medium)

FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND LITERATURE
Molecular Biology and Genetics (English- Medium)
Psychology (Turkish- Medium)
Psychology (English- Medium)
Turkish Language and Literature (Turkish- Medium)
English Language and Literature (English- Medium)
Mathematics (English- Medium)
Interpretation and Translation (English- Medium)

* Waiting for the approval from the Council of Higher Education.

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING
Software Engineering (Turkish- Medium)
Software Engineering (English- Medium)*
Mechanical Engineering (English- Medium)
Computer Engineering (English- Medium)
Civil Engineering (English- Medium)
Electrical and Electronics Engineering (English- Medium)
Industrial Engineering (English-Medium)

FACULTY OF ECONOMICS, ADMINISTRATIVE
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Economics (English- Medium)
Business Administration (English- Medium)
Health Management (Turkish- Medium)
Political Science and Public Administration (Turkish- Medium)
International Relations (English- Medium)
International Trade and Business (English- Medium)
Management Information Systems (English- Medium)
Public Relations and Advertising (Turkish- Medium)
New Media (English- Medium)
Radio, Television and Cinema (English- Medium)
Aviation Management (Turkish- Medium)*
Aviation Management (English- Medium)*

ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMME
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL OF HEALTH SERVICES (TURKISH - MEDIUM)
Oral and Dental Health
Oral and Dental Health (EP)
Operation Room Services
Operation Room Services (EP)
Anesthesia
Anesthesia (EP)
Child Development
Dialysis
Electroneurophysiology
Pharmacy Services

Physiotherapy
Physiotherapy (EP)
First Aid and Emergency
First Aid and Emergency (EP)
Radiotherapy
Medical Documentation and Secretarial
Medical Imaging Techniques
Medical Imaging Techniques (EP)
Medical Laboratory Techniques

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL (TURKISH - MEDIUM)
Justice
Justice (EP)
Culinary Arts
Culinary Arts (EP)
Civil Aviation Cabin Services

Civil Aviation Cabin Services (EP)
Aircraft Technology
Computer Aided Design and Animation
Food Technology
Computer Programming
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